Spaces in-between impacts on indoor environment and energy efficiency in dwellings
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Abstract. Throughout history, it has always been recognised that the spaces in-between in dwellings have the advantage of working as environmental buffer spaces. The aim of this paper is to provide a literature review of the different spaces in-between in dwellings – balconies, shaded balconies and glazed balconies - and their impacts on comfort and on energy performance. The effects of the spaces in-between depend on their design, on the characteristics of the buildings and on the surroundings. They have important impacts on the four factors that contribute to the indoor environmental quality: thermal comfort, lighting comfort, acoustic comfort and indoor air quality. These factors are interrelated and the lack of balance between them can lead to poor indoor environmental conditions and to excessive energy consumption. Based on the review, a synthesis of the key environmental parameters that can be used as indicators for those factors is established. The impacts of spaces in-between on the factors and sub-factors of indoor environment are defined, considering different climatic regions. A holistic approach that conciliates all the above-mentioned factors should be a contribution to the design of spaces in-between in both new construction and rehabilitation projects, in order to achieve better indoor environment with minimum energy consumption.

1 Introduction

The balcony is a space in-between space that has the ability to influence the indoor environment quality on dwellings, working as an environmental “buffer space”. Several terms has been used to define balconies ability to mediate the outdoor and the indoor environment, including: environmental filter; environmental buffer spaces; buffer zone; transitional zone; intermediate spaces and mediator space [1-3].

Nowadays, the energy reduction on dwellings is still on major importance to mitigate the role of buildings in total world energy consumption. In this regard, some recent researches are focused on the assessment of the impacts of balcony spaces on the contiguous space, in order to improve the indoor environmental quality and reduce the energy consumption without mechanical control systems [4].
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However, it was not found in the literature any study that conciliates the whole impacts of balcony spaces on the entirety of factors that influence the indoor environmental quality. This paper aims to provide a holistic review of the impacts of balcony spaces on the indoor environmental conditions and the energy performance of the contiguous space. Therefore, on this research the wide range of effects produced by balcony design and morphology has been systematised and their consequent impacts were analysed. Additionally, the suitability of balcony spaces for different climates is also discussed.

2 Balcony spaces

In order to deepen the understanding of the balcony spaces it is proposed on this research a categorisation into four typologies, according to the literature, to their morphology and to their relation to historical paradigmatic concerns. The four typologies represented on fig. 1 are: balcony (B); shaded balcony (SB); glazed balcony (GB) and eliminated balcony (EB).

These four typologies are related with a specific paradigm: the balcony (B) with the new standards of health and hygiene of the end of 18th century; the shaded balcony (SB) to the modernist experimentalism of the first decades of the 20th century; the glazed balcony (GB) with the demand of energy consumption reduction of the second half of 20th century; and the eliminated balcony (EB) with the actual lack of space of contemporary high-density cities.

![Fig. 1. Balcony space typologies](image)

3 Balcony impacts

3.1 Impacts on indoor environment and energy performance

The effects created by the balcony spaces identified on the literature are systematised on table 1, as well as the consequent impacts in the factors that contribute to the indoor environment quality (IEQ): thermal comfort, acoustic comfort, lighting comfort and air quality.

Through the analysis of the balconies impacts on table 1 it is clear that both balconies (B), and shaded balconies (SB), could improve the four factors that influence the indoor environmental quality and consequently reduce the energy consumption on buildings.

The glazed balconies (GB), in turn, can have an increased impact in the indoor environmental factors, comparing to an open balcony, mainly in thermal performance and in acoustic comfort. As it is possible to observe in fig. 2, some studies proved that in certain optimised conditions, a balcony (B) reduce the energy consumption on cooling up to 12,3% [5], while a glazed balcony (GB) reduce the energy consumption on heating up to 46% [6].

However, depending on the climatic conditions and the type of construction, the glazed spaces (GB) can compromise the indoor environmental conditions, as thermal comfort, air quality and lighting comfort.
The elimination of the balcony space (EB) transformation on buildings, could create serious problems on the thermal comfort conditions, on indoor air quality and on lighting comfort, as well increase the energy consumption both in summer and in the winter [7] as observed on fig. 2.
Table 1. Balcony spaces effects and the impacts on indoor environment quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEQ factors</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SB</th>
<th>GB</th>
<th>EB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>loss buffer space effect – loss of the acoustic advantages [3, 7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>air quality</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>air flows transf. effect - increase the air flow rate [21] acoustic shield effect - reduce background noise with doors open for natural ventilation [13]</td>
<td>air flow control effect - allow natural ventilation while creating wind protection [18] acoustic protection effect - reduce background noise with doors open for natural ventilation</td>
<td>greenhouse effect - improve the thermal insulation and facilitate the evaporation of moistures [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>facade tightness effect – decrease the air infiltration rate [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>loss buffer space effect – cause excessive penetration of direct sunlight [26]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Balcony spaces suitability for different climates

From the open porch of Portuguese farm houses, to the Islamic *masharabiya* [27], and the vernacular glazed balconies in Northern Spain, the balcony spaces had generally been related to specific climate concerns and needs. Nowadays, the spread of the scientific research about the impacts of balconies on dwellings, illustrated in fig. 3, remains related to the climatic conditions.

As it can be observed, the studies about balconies (B) have a great incidence on high-density cities, with subtropical climate conditions, like Hong Kong [5] and Brisbane [15]. In these cities, it was verified that a balcony, or any outdoor private living space, and natural ventilation are two of the most desirable features of a living space [11] and play important roles in resident perceptions of liveability [15].

This feature has been related to the ability of balconies to have impact in diverse factors that influence the indoor environmental quality and the energy environment. In these cities where the traffic causes acoustic discomfort and poor air quality, the capacity of balconies to reduce noise, encourages to opening the windows, while the air transformation effect increases the natural ventilation. These simultaneous effects improve the thermal comfort, the air quality and contribute to a reduction of energy consumption.

In turn, the shaded balconies (SB) are for tradition related with Muslim countries, due to the capacity to comply with the harsh conditions and the desire of privacy [14]. Recent studies verified that on arid climates as the Middle East some countries have 60–70% of their energy demands allocated to cooling [28], which can justify a demand, as referred on the literature review, for the reinterpretation of the *masharabiya*, as a way to increase thermal comfort and reduce the energy consumption as occurred on the past.

Regarding the glazed balconies (GB), the benefits of this typology have been mainly studied in cold climate countries. The studies are focused on optimisation of the greenhouse effect, which can produce a relevant energy reduction. It was also verified that glazed balconies also plays an important role in windy and humid areas protecting the contiguous spaces of the wind while increasing the air temperature through the greenhouse effect.
However, related to the motivation to increase the living space, reduce traffic noise, and reduce air pollution, the significant drawbacks of glazed balconies (GB) in warm climates is also being debated. It is refereed that it should not be a recommended practice in warm conditions from the analysis of the energy consumption [14, 22].

![Fig. 3 Map with the researches of balconies impacts](image)

### 3 Conclusions

The review of balcony impacts on the indoor contiguous space confirmed that all kind of balcony spaces produces relevant impacts in all the factors that contribute to the indoor environmental quality (thermal comfort, air quality, acoustic comfort and lighting comfort).

Moreover, the literature review confirmed the importance of adapting the balcony typologies to each particular climate conditions and to the near surrounding. As it became evident, an adequate and efficient design of the balcony space could contribute to improve the indoor environmental conditions and to a consequent reduction of the energy performance in dwellings, if these aspects are balanced with the occupants’ preferences and the cultural concerns.
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